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DRAMATISTS PRESENT NORTH HANNA WINS
"AMAGO" NEXT

SWIMMING MEET

Play Depicts Vagaries
of Life in Industrial
Age; Cast Selected

Griffin's Three Firsts
Pace Phi Kaps; West
Wing Second.

By J. W.

Peoples

Many old favorites of our Little
Theatre stage will return to Nu Pi
Kappa Hall in a couple weeks to
present that drama of the industrial age "Amaco."
Although casting is still in process, Director Black announced yes-

terday the major part of the characters. Everyone from Peabody
West to "Hot Fudge" Smith are in
the show. Charles McKinley, who
did such a magnificent job on the
scenery for the last two plays has
received the commission to "do" the
scenery for this one. Mr. McKinley
was heard to say the other day,
"Well, Black said to shoot the
works on this play. He said not to
make anything look like anything."
(He is undoubtedly referring to
impressionistic style). From his remarks, we may conclude that our
stage will be set in something resembling the surrealism currently

Led by Bill Griffin, the North
Hanna swimmers emerged victorious with a total score of 41 points
in the 4th annual intramural swimming events taking place Wednesday, February 17th. Out of the five
first places won by North Hanna,
Griffin was responsible for three.
Following closely to North Hanna was the West Wing swimming
team which amassed 37 points. Although no first places were gained
by West Wing, their strong second
and third place winnings brought
West Wing's score within 4 points
of the winners.
The third ranking swimming
team was that of South Leonard
who just missed taking second by
losing to West Wing in the
Medley relay.
Next in line came the East Wing
mermen who scored eight points by
taking fourth place in both the
free style relay and the
medley relay.
Placing last in t he meet was
South Hanna who scored one point
as a result of Chuck Henderson
taking a fourth in the
free
style.
75 yd. Breast Stroke
Russell
Continued on Page 3
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Power of the Press

Lincoln's Birthday The flag did
not fly on the Kenyon campus.
Feb. 16
The Collegian prints
"O Say Can You See," a satire on
the efficiency of the campus
g

flag-raisin-

crew.

Washington's Birthday The flag
does fly on the Kenyon campus.

TAU KAPPA ALPHA SPONSORS
INTER-OIViSION-

SP EECH CONTEST

AL

Will Award Trophy; Tournament
Consists of Contests on March 2,
9, 16; Points Based on 2 Entrants.

In the interest of promoting speaking among individuals on
the Hill, Tau Kappa Alpha, National Forensic Fraternity, anSINKING DENISON, 4629 nounced today an
speech contest to take place
during March. The individuals in the contest will be repreBut Hopes For Undefeated
senting their respective divisions, in the hope of bringing honor
Season Are Blasted by
to themselves and to their division. To the division declared
Wooster, Ohio Wesleyan.
the winner, will be presented, at the annual banquet of Tau
Although Kenyon's swim- Kappa Alpha, a trophy which according to the fraternity "will
ming- team ended its season be the envy of all divisions."
Tau Kappa Alpha is a new honwith a smashing
victory
orary fraternity on the Hill, having
over Denison's mermen at the SIR HERBERT AMES
Shaffer pool on Saturday, Febbeen installed by the Denison Chapruary 20, last week was unfor- SPEAKS HERE FRIDAY
ter last May. It is the only Nationtunate for the Purple fish as
al Forensic Fraternity and has
two successive defeats handed Former Treasurer of League
chapters at colleges throughout
Foreign
to
Discuss
them by Wooster at Wooster of Nations
the country. Frank H. Boyer, Chapand by Ohio Wesleyan at Affairs.
ter President, expects the contest
Delaware blasted their hopes
for an unblemished season.
Sir Herbert Ames, former
to be warmly received by all divi-

FISH END SCHEDULE,

inter-division-

al

49-2- 6

Treas-urer-

e

The local swimmers were led on
of the League of Nations,
Saturday by George Eagon, who
wil speak here in Philo Hall on
lowered his own record for the 440,
and Stu Matthews who cracked Friday night, February 27, at 8
Eagon's record for the 100. Johnny o'clock. The subject of his talk
Long turned in another surprise by has not been announced but will
winning the backstroke and con- deal with some phase of internatinued his undefeated record of tional relations.
the low board by winning the divMr. Ames has appeared at Kening. Art Watts, recruited from the yon a number of times in the past
intramural ranks, took a second in and proved a very interesting
the 50, which was won by Tom speaker. His address is under the
Sheldon, Big Red sprint ace.
sponsorship of the International
on Page 6
Relations Club.

a vehicle concerned
with the vagaries of life in the machine age, was written by Margin
Flavin. It boasts an unusually large
cast. Dandridge and Chandler will
again work on the stage crew, and
John Peterson will tangle in the
(This is the story of an intrepid dispensary, so I went up to
s
electric wires. Yet to be cast are
Collegian reporter
(adv't)
and
bought
some
Paul Thompson and Sam Crobaugh,
who braved the germs of a disease cough drops.
and the characters of Mike, Young,
to discover the ins and outs of
My progress Thursday afternoon
Slemp and Young are still awaitKenyon's health service, and dis- was good as I felt progressively
ing capable actors to fill them.
cover why Mercy Hospital had be- worse; still the lozenges did not
The cast as definitely as it i3 come so
popular in recent weeks. arrive. I began to get worried
present,
at
follows:
known
If you believe that, read on.)
Thursday night. I had a fever and
John Albert
Burke . .
I didn't want to get very sick
thought I had found more than I
Oliver
John Tappan just sick enough so
that Dr. Drake had bargained for
Dale Shaffer
Skouras
would force me to go to the hospiI awoke on Friday feeling a bit
Quentin Smith
Smith
tal, but not so sick that I wouldn't chagrined. I feared that the crisis
Eric Hawke
Jones
be able to enjoy it and carry away had passed and that my chances
Hugh Lawrence
Clark
a few impressions. To lower my of going to the hospital had vanAdams
Howard Foland
resistance to the point where germs ished. However, as the morning
Lane
Bob Tuttle
would find me suitable territory, I
Queed
Joe Allen swam in the intramural swimming wore on I grew worse and after
lunch Drake found me with a temRalph Weeks meet on Wednesday.
Peters
The results perature and ordered me over to
Sawyer
Arthur West were excellent
I was in a com- the hospital. I feigned not wanting
Next week's Collegian will carry pletely
exhausted state on Wednes- to go this had the desired effect
further details about this fascinat- day night and a few wandering
of increasing Drake's determina
ing production.
germs found in me on Wednesday tion to send me over there.
night a happy hunting ground.
We Get To Hospital
No
However, on Thursday morning
On Friday afternoon Drake took
I awoke
feeling disappointingly me over to the hospital with a felBenedict Arnold was a piker. Dr. well; my hopes were revived, low invalid, Bob Henry. The first
John C. Drake of Mt. Vernon and when, about 11 a. m
I began to thing the girl in the Mercy hospiformerly of Kenyon, puts Arnold in feel a sore throat and the begin- tal office did was give us a
the shade. We have it on good au- ning of a cold. Elated, I went to
covering everything
thority that Drake placed bets on see Dr. Drake, immediately after from what size underwear we wore
the Otterbein game last week to lunch on Wednesday. (Drake was to when Aunt Hetty's cat last
had
the effect that Louche would score doing Kenyon dispensary duty for kittens. It's a tough place to get
25 points, Rutter 15, and that Ota few days while Dr. Claypool was into, this Mercy hospital.
terbein would win by 15 points. In ill.)
It took a little persuasion on
fact, he made the bets with the
Encouraging Signs
Drake's part to see that we were
Kenyon team. What is more, he
As I walked into the dispensary asigned to room 18 Bob Rollins
came to the game sporting an Ot- Drake was upbraiding the dispen- had tipped us off that the nurses,
terbein tie. A small Ethiopian boy sary staff of Rollins, Olin and com- I mean the service, was much betjust dashed in with the news that pany for the absence of medical ter in room 18,
and we should take
Drake had enrolled his hoped-fo- r
supplies. When Drake got around no other. We were assigned to
son at the Westerville institution, to examining me, he gave me the room 18.
hilt this is unconfirmed.
Besides, encouraging news of a sore throat
"Fraternity Ward"
Drake will find plenty of takers and prescribed throat lozenges.
We found two other "Kenyons"
that it won't he a boy, anyway.
Naturally, these were not in the in the room, George Sutton and

MERCY'S "FRATERNITY

Hen-Continu-

ed

sions on the Hill. "The rules have
been drawn up," he said, "in such
a manner that every division on
the Hill will have an equal opportunity of winning the contest regardless of the number of entrants.
However, we hope that each division will enter more than the minimum number of two. The trophy
which we are going to award is one
which will be worthy of being placed
among singular and prominent division trophies. This is the first
time such a contest has been tried
on the Hill to my knowledge and we
hope to put it over with a bang."
"Another added incentive to the
contest is the fact that at the discretion of Dr. Black, participants
Chuck Jenkins, although Jenkins who have not passed their attainwas on his way out (much to his ment test may be credited with
dismay). So many Kenyon men having passed the test."
have been in room 18 in recent
The rules of the contest follow:
weeks that it is referred to as the
Speech Contest
"fraternity ward." The list includes
March 2, 9, and 16, 19374:00
such names as Rollins, Reeder,
Nu Pi Kappa
Olin, Gruber, Clarke, Campbell
Sponsored by Tau Kappa Alpha
and so on, ad neuseam, as far as
Kenyon Chapter
the peace of the patients had been
Rules

WARD" POPULAR
Har-mer'-

self-sacrificin-

Alt V 23, 1937

g

More Loyal Alumnus

,

cross-examinatio-

n,

Inter-Division- al

.

concerned
Henry and I climbed into the
two empty beds in the room and
lay there. When I say "lay .there,"
I mean "lay there," for that's all
we did for some time. No one paid
any attention to us and we began
to wonder whether we were sick
at all.
Enter
In about an hour, a nurse did
come in, a diminutive bit of dark-eyeErin, whom George introduced
as Miss Cassidy. Not knowing her
first name we had to call her
Henry was son of dissatisfied (not with Miss Cassidy, but
with his physical state) and asked
for an aspirin. Miss
Cassidy
smiled nice smile, too and left
in too great a hurry.
Four o'clock and still no aspirin
for Henry. 4:30 and still no aspirins. Henry began to think that
maybe he didn't want aspirin after
all, and I decided that
name should be changed to
However, at 5:00 o'clock
she finally did arrive, lugging asHop-Alon- g

d

Hop-Alon-

Hop-Along-

g.

's

Shuffle-A-

long.

pirin,

cough

medicine,

pills

and

thermometers. Henry sighed with
relief and me with grief
except
when Miss Cassidy puts nose drops
in each nostril. Sutton considers
Continued on Page 5

.

Entries shall consist of not less
than two representatives from each
division. Members of Tau Kappa
Alpha are not permitted to enter
the contest.
2. Each entrant shall speak extemporaneously on a subject of his
own choosing for at least the first
two contests. The time limit for
each speech shall be six minutes.
3. This contest shall be comprised of three separate contests
to take place on March 2, 9' and
16. Each entrant in order to have
his points qualified for his division
must participate in all three contests. The division, at the end of
the third contest, which has the
greatest number of points based
only on two entrants shall be declared the winner. In each contest
a first, second, and third selection
will be made, but not declared publicly until the completion of the
entire contest. A division which
enters more than two men is not
more apt to win the contest than
a division which only enters two
men. However, the division which
does enter more than two men has
the opportunity of having its two
high men in each contest contribute to its total points, even though
in each contest a different
on Page 6
1.
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COLLEGIAN
THE KENYON
Founded In

Lovely Langford

WHO'S RIGHT?

1856

PubHsiied WEEKLY during the
coiiegiate year by the students of
Kenyon College.
(Member of the Ohio College
Prp
Association).
EDITOR
Willllim II. Moreun, '37.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Edmund P. Dnnuridge, '37.
FEATURE EDITORS
J. W. Peoples, Jr.i F. H. Boyeri
It. W. PnxkliiN; Hugh II. Lawrence
SPORTS EDITOR
Hob Demnree, '30.
FRESHMAN REPORTERS
Dick linker; E. J. Wliltcher; Bill
Griffin: Geoffrey Curwen; Bob
Grey;- HuKh McLeish.
BUSINESS MANAGER
Thomas J. Grny, '37.
-

COLLEGIAN
1.
2.

3.
4.

ASSISTANT
John D.

BUSINESS MANAGERS
Greaves, '37; Wm. F.

iwmHm-""'""""""""""-

Lieurnnue, '38.
CIRCULATION MANAGER
Robert A. Mitchell, Jr., '30.
CIRCULATION
ASSISTANT
MANAGER
orninn Reed, '40
Kor subscriptions and Advertising
Space address the Business Manager. Gambler. Ohio.
a
Two Dollars
Subscriptions.
fear, in Advance. Single Copies
Ten Cents.
Entered in the Postoffice at Gam-"leOhin. as Second Class Matter
From the Press of
The Republican Publishing Co.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio.

u'

Ik

course between students, faculty,
Dear sir:
to the college, and resiA few years ago (when, we are visitors
of Gambier who have no condents
told, the college was
nection with the college.
a pleasant association be
Is one group afraid of the other?
tween the faculty and the students Is one group afraid of the GOSSIP
was expressed In the frequent vis- of the other? Or are the students
its by the men in faculty homes. afraid they cannot successfully trot
By this we do not mean that the out their good manners; the faculfaculty held a succession of parties ty thinking the meanwhile that the
and dinners in the spirit of high men have no desire to see them
salaries and prosperity, but rather any more than they have to in the

z

"on-so-cnner-en-

r.

that the students were encouraged classroom?
I should like to see correspondto call informally on faculty families for a chat, or a game of bridge. ence in these columns from both
The custom serves merely as an op- groups on this subject.
L' ALLEGRO.
portunity for some social inter

PLATFORM

A track worthy of the name.
A saner method of rushing.
Establishment of awards for scholastic achievement.
Continuance of the honors svstem.

NEWS

(in the order named) Jeanette Mc"
Donald and Nelson Eddy in
Robert
Joan Crawford,
and Bill Powell in
Montgomery
"The Last of Mrs. Cheney," and the
Marx Brothers in "A Day At the
"May-time;-

WITH CAPITAL "N"

Tau Kappa Alpha has distinguished itself it is the one
organization which is setting out to achieve something new and
worthwhile on the Hill. Philo and Nu Pi Kappa have their
long history, their wonderful tradition, and their store of illustrious names, (Rutherford B. Hayes, David Davis, and the
rest), but their achievements in recent years may be counted
on the fingers of one hand, without using the thumb.
Tau Kappa Alpha, however, has no roll of heroes, but, in
speech contest, it is achieving
originating an
of which are given in this
rules
contest,
the
This
something.
newspaper, promises to stimulate interest in oratory at Kenyon.
It is unnecessary to add that this interest has been sadly dormant, perhaps because of the absence up till last year of a Department of Speech.
Moreover, this new contest promises to set up a new rivalry
between the divisions. Most of the rivalry, at present, consists
of rivalry for the classiest parlor and for the intramural ath'
i
letic cup. There is, of course, a scholarship cup, but Middle fj'
.si
is
rivalry
on
20
the
and
lease
year
that
a
seems
have
to
llanna
J
i V
consequently negligible.
There is a definite lack of awards at Kenyon for exceptional academic effort. This Tau Kappa Alpha cup will be the
Paraphrasing a popular filmusifirst prize ever to be awarded at Kenyon for something other cal song, Frances Langford proves
than athletic endeavor. We have had no writing awards, and she is "Lovely to look at" and
no oratory prizes in the past. Perhaps Tau Kappa Alpha is equally "Delightful to know" as this
portrait study shows. Miss Langpointing the way. Congratulations to a pioneer
over the
inter-division-

Races."
"Wines of Morning" is a techni
color film whose chief value lies in
its scenes wherein John MacCor-macsings his typical Irish songs.
His voice is well adapted to movie
recording, and his singing adds
much to this half of the week-endubbul feecha."
Note that there is no stage show
at the Memorial this midweek. The
Cooking School is holding forth in
that theatre during the afternoon
and although there is room for the
screen at night, no vaudeville could
be given amongst refrigerators and
enameled stoves. When flesh shows
do return next week, however, they
will continue on the new schedule
recently adopted at the Memorial.
To stage and screen shows are now
given on each of the two nights.
You can now see a complete stage
and screen show even though you
do not arrive at the theatre until
9:30. The first stage show is presented at about 7:30; the second
at about 9:45. This seems to us to
be a much more sensible arrange
ment, especially considering the
fact that a lot of unnecessary stuff
has been deleted from the movie as
well as the vaudeville sections of
the show. By cutting down the time
of each, the quality of the whole
k

al

!

i:

;

d

.

4-

x:

-

-

V

.

-
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ford is currently heard

network on the
"Hollywood Hotel" program on Fri
m.:
day, from 9:00 to 10:00 p
EST, with Fred MacMurray, Ann
Jamison, Igor Gorin and Raymond
WABC-Columbi-

a

IT CAN HAPPEN HERE
The committee that has charge of selecting Larwill lecturers really outdid itself when it brought Norman Thomas here.
His address was the most outstanding, from every point of view, Paige and his orchestra.
that we have ever heard on the Larwill series. And did you see
WITH EYE AND EAR
the crowd?
We thought that the visit of Norman Thomas marked a new
MOVIE CALENDAR
era in the history of the Larwill lectures. It was, therefore,
Vine
'"Come
and tomorrow
with great amazement that we noted that the next lecturer in Tonight
and Get It."
About
Are
Who
"We
Thursday
Prothe series is to be Professor Lull, his subject anthropology.
To Die."
"Rainbow
Saturday
and
Friday
is
it
fessor Lull may be a great author on anthropology, but
On The River" and "Wings of
Morning."
certain that this lecture will not appeal to the students.
Saturday midnight thru Tuesday
"On The Avenue."
The Larwill Lectureship foundation was established, I take
Memorial
Tonight
"North Of Nome."
it, for the benefit of the Kenyon students. Is it asking too much Tomorrow and Thursday "Down
To The Sea."
that men be secured who will appeal to the students? The fund Friday and Saturday "Legion
Of Terror."
was not established for a Mt. Vernon audience, but it is a safe
Saturday midnight thru Monday
Meets West."
Tuesday "Racing Luck."
bet that Professor Lull's audience will consist largely of Mt. Next"East
Asterisk indicates best shows.
Vernonites.
Picture - of - the - week prize this
Why not have fewer, and better Larwill lectures? Secure
goes to the filmusical "On the
week
like
;
a
writer
a man prominent in politics like Norman Thomas
Avenue" which will be run off at
will
men
These
Sinclair Lewis; an artist like Rockwell Kent.
the Vine for three days. Dick Powhave some appeal to the student body. What is there inviting ell, Madeliene Carroll, Alice Faye,
about a lecture by Professor Lull on "Anthropology," however and the Ritz Brothers. Five deli
cious song hits by Irving Berlin
much the speaker may know about his subject?
Make a Larwill Lecture an event. When speakers with include "This Year's Kisses,"
"You're Laughing At Me." "Slum
no reputation appear on the series, to the student the Larwill
lecture takes on the aspect of merely another classroom lec- ming On Park Avenue," "He Ain't
Got Rhythm," and "I've Got My
ture, except that the seats are less comfortable.
.

,

bill is much improved.

ALUMNI NEWS
The following article appeared
February 14 in the Cincinnati En
quirer's "Twenty Years Ago"

Konti-nentals,-

s,

Y

"

v

j
fKX?
Not much news this week, be
cause Anson has been keeping himself pretty much on the ball. Anson, you know, is the columnist's
dream, for what he does is news,
and is printed as such. He was on
a beer party the other night, but
after one and one half glasses of
the frothy stuff, Anson went the
way of all booze hounds, and that
ened that.
The note of finality of Anson's
party endeavors calls to mind
something which was brought to
our attention. Saturday night when
all the "40" ups were being called
in the Commons, someone called
'"i')'' up. Brentachilles, who was
sitting near us, loyally rapped on
his plate. No one seemed to think
enough of the feeble rappings to
take up arms and support Brentachilles, so he looked around, half
p, e.

--

timidly, and smiled weakly, after
which he himself forsook the cause.
It seems a shame that no one
seems to take any pride in his
class, but we suppose that after a
while the Kenyon "ennui" gets one,
so to speak.
Talking of "ennui" reminds us of
what a swimmer told us concerning
The Wooster meet. "Ennui" is some
thing the swimmers decidedly had
not after they caught sight of the
s
lining the
few of the fairer
s
pool. After moving a dozen
out of the bleachers so the team
could sit down, the meet began.
Chuck "my boys aren't hungry"
Imel claims the loss was due to
poor pool conditions and slippery
curves. We are inclined to think
that the boys stopped too long at
the turns to eye the beauts. Oh
well, turns or curves, same differ- co-ed-

co-ed-

'February 14, 1917 A literateur,
a sage, and a poet departed this
life this day in the person of John
James Piatt, who was born at Ris
ing Sun, Ind , in 1835, graduated
from Kenyon College and in young
manhood was an associate of and ence.
And while we are on the Wooster
collaborator with William Dean
Howells. He was made librarian of subject, the first thing the Fish
the House of Representatives in were greeted with was a statement
took
1871 and in 1882 was appointed from the Wooster coach which
feel
"Don't
quite
aback.
United States Consul at Cork, Ire them
land, holding the office 11 years slighted boys, I tell this to all the
through several changes of admin fellows who come here; just don't
you
istration. He was a man of wide at get sticky fingers." What are
like
thing
a
to
do
supposed
after
great
personal charm,
tainments,
and excellent literary style, who that? Feel at home?
While we are Btill on the subject,
left as a heritage to posterity many
highbooks and poems, in which only let us tell a tale of a little
our
to
called
was
way
robbery
that
delight."
will
discerning
the
takwas
a
freshman
notice. When
The Rev. Russell E. Francis, '25, en ill with appendicitis recently, he
takPh. B., '26, B. D., has resigned as was charged fifty cents to be
rector of Trinity Church, Tiffin, O., en to Mt. Vernon, where he underto become pastor of St. Paul's, at went an emergency operation. Pry
as we might, we still couldn't get
Fremont, O.
The Rev. Kenneth G. T. Stanley, the name of the chauffeur whose
'29, rector of Epiphany Church, Eu- amublance prices were so low; but
clid, O., has resigned to accept the in any event, we have a name for
does one have to do to
pastorate at Trinity Church, Tiffin,

Love To Keep Me Warm." Joe Al
len, campus sophisticate and direcHELPLESSNESS
tor of the versatile "Kenyon
saw this picture in Colum
Last. Snndav we found out how really helpless we are. We bus and is highly enthusiastic in
storm
a
when
think of Kenyon as a college in the country, but
his recommendation of it. Even if
r,ff pWtrieal service life at Kenvon was at a standstill. We we didn't say it was a good show
couldn't study, (although a few hardy souls did a little work his O. K. should be sufficient for
: our kitchen service was disabled; we ate our
hv nan rllelio-ht- l
you.
And had it not been for another thing
candlelight.
meals by
A whole string of excellent pic
which
automobile,
on which we are so utterly dependent, the
is listed for the Vine in the
tures
took most of the college to Mt. Vernon movies that night, Sun- coming few weeks. In a rapid suc
Who
Kenyon.
at
indeed
day night would have been very dull
you may see Ohio.
cession of week-end-

said that man was tree

t!)

it-Wh-

at

merit such loving attention?
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ALUMNUS WRITES
OF

Gary Cooper says:

CHIMESEUFE

Contrasts Chinese
Educational System
With American
Many

Kenyon

here between

1930

men

who were

and

1933 will re-

member Norman M. Li, popularly
a
known as "Mose." The son of
missionary and Bexley alumnus, the

"It's plain common sense for me to
prefer this light smoke"
"A little over a year ago I

entered Kenyon in the class of '34, specializing
made
in Physics and Chemistry. He
and
an excellent scholastic record
body.
was popular with the student
n June, 1933, lacking only a few
credits for graduation, he left Ken
yon for the summer school of the
University of Michigan. The followposting year he studied In the
to
returning
there,
school
graduate
receive
1934,
to
June,
in
Gambier
Science,
the degree of Bachelor of
of '33,
class
the
of
as
laude,
cum
Unl
Later he transferred to the
versity of Wisconsin and there re
1936.
ceived the degree of Ph. D. in
Chemistry
He is now Professor of
University, Anking,
Anwhei
in
Rev. Buoi Ding Li, he

China.
The

changed to Luckies because I enjoy the flavor of their tobacco
Ever since, my throat has been
in fine shape As my voice and
throat mean so much to me in my
business, it's plain common sense
forme to prefer this light smoke.
So

I'm strong for Luckies!''

IN PAR AMOUNT'S "THE PLAINSMAN"
DIRECTED BY CECIL B. DE MILLE

paragraphs are
taken from a recent letter written
following

by Dr. Li:

"Every student is required to

re-

port for athletic exercise at 7:30
morning and to ateach week-datend a memorial service for Dr.
Sun Yat Sen every Monday morning. None of the students do any
manual work while in school, proby

ably because manual labor is still
regarded as "cheap" in China. As is
the case with American schools,

students are diligent while
are poor and idle. Comparaspeaking, the students are a
poorer scholastically than
at American schools.
English Important Study
"The university opens about the
middle of September and the first
semester ends about the middle of
January, there being no Christmas
New
holidays except a three-daYear vacation. The second semes
ter lasts from the middle of February to the end of June. Student life
at Anwhei is somewhat fashioned
after that in America, except that
the students are more courteous to
their teachers. English is the most
important foreign language and
most of the students in the depart
ments of English and the sciences
can use English quite well. Since
many of the scientific terms have
not yet been translated into Chinese, the teaching of sciences is
mostly in English as far as the
technical terms are concerned. Not
only this, but there are about a doz
en American residents in this city,
so that I still have a good chance
to keep up my English.
Thesis Required
"I am teaching sophomore, junior
and senior classes, with eight stu
dents in each class. In Anwhei, as
in most other Chinese universities,
there are practically no elective
courses. For this reason, my sophomore class is composed only of the
sophomore students in the Chemistry department, and so on. The students are kept busy with many
courses and much laboratory work,
almost all in Chemistry. Every senior student has to write a thesis
based on his own laboratory work
before he can graduate, and I have
two of them doing work under me.
Training Intensive
"Because of the intensive train- -

some
others
tively
little
those

y

An independent

survey was made recently
among professional men and women lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said
they smoke cigarettes, more than 87 stated they
personally prefer a light smoke.
Mr. Cooper verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the radio,
stage, screen and opera. Their voices are their
fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke
Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection
of Luckies a light smoke, free of certain harsh
irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's
Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

THE FINEST TOBACCOS
"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke

Throat Protection

"It's Toasted"-Yo- ur
AGAINST IRRITATION
ing a student gets in his own department of specialization, he has
little time left for courses of general and "cultural" nature. When I
first came here I was very much
surprised at the number of courses
required in the department of specialization, but that seems to be
the general trend in China universities.
(I think American universities
have this tendency too.)
"The professors at Anwhei University, with the exception of those
who teach in the Department of
Chinese, were trained abroad. Some
of them are from France, Japan,
England, but mostly
Germany,
S. In our department
U.
the
from
for example, there are four full professors, and all of us were graduated from American universities. In

AGAINST COUGH

addition, of course, there are lec
turers and graduate assistants, but
no assistant professors.

STONE'S GRILL

National Universities
"This is the state university of
Anwhei, and, as such, is controlled
directly by the provincial government. While in America there are

Fine Foods

no national universities maintained
by the Federal government, there

1937, The American Tobacco Company

Copyright

Beer, Wine
and Liquor

are many such universities in China. There are a number of private
colleges in the other states, but
Anwhei University is the only institution of higher learning in thiB
state."
Dr. Li's present address is: DeBeer drawn through
partment of. Chemistry, Anwhei Zahm (no coils) System.
University, Anking, China. He will
132 S. Main St.
be glad to correspond with any of
his old acquaintances who will
Come in, let us mix your favorite
write giving him their addresses.
drink have it right.

Knox County's
Most Complete
Service Station
Firestone Tires, Batteries.
Brake Service
Washing
Lubrication
Ignition Service
One-Sto-

p

Barton & Davy,
Inc.
Next to Post Office
Mt. Vernon, O.

Gulf

Phone 1280
Texaco Gas & Oil

&
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Tkis Sporting World
Kenyon's cage season has proved rather disappointing as it
drags on to its fag end. The Lords will conclude against Find-lain Rosse Hall on Saturday night and are expected to end the
season with a victory, despite the fact that they have been upset several times in recent weeks. Coach Lambert's bucketeers
will however, end the season with their best basketball record
rein recent years. Had they been "hot" at crucial points m
Conference
among
the
up
been
have
would
they
games,
cent
leaders for the first time in a long while.

y

Lambert will lose only two
men from this year's squad,
Bob Stamm and Frank Eustis.
These two veterans of three
years' standing will be sorely
missed, but Gene should find
material on the present frosh
squad to fill their shoes.
There are a number of
freshman cagers who have been
coming along under the tutelage
of Chuck Imel. Bob Frye seems to
of the
be the classiest
lot and should make a strong bid
for a berth next year. A pair of
and scorers are
good
Steve Chubbuck and Dick Owen.
Steve is an uncannily good shot,
while Owen has a clever knack of
getting the ball off the opponents'
backboard.
With the addition of those freshmen Lambert should have a promising contingent next year. Henry
Sebach should be due for another
good year and Bob Rollins may
also come through with a scoring
punch. Next year will also be the
third season for Rooster Sammon
and he should cut
good-lookin- g

ball-handl- er

ball-hawk- s

(All-Conferenc- e)

loose.
And while looking to the future, prospects for next year's
swimming team are particularly bright. Imel will lose only
Captain Carl Weiant from this
year's squad and will gain an
abundance of stars from the
freshman ranks.
Bill Griffin will be the ace of the
freshman crew. He is a cinch for
first places in the backstroke events
and also some of the distance free
style, on his back. And speaking of
dorsal swimmers, Johnny Long and
Jay Ehle have improved a lot this
season and will make it possible
for Kenyon to sweep the backstroke events next year.
Don Russell will fill the breast-strok- e
spot left vacant by the graduation of Weiant. With Shorkey
back, Kenyon should again have
some power in this event.
Coach Imel has an abundance of
freshman free stylers. Dick Brouse,

tennis tournament ana your
guess as to who will win that
tournament is as good as mine.
You can place your bets right
now on a Kenyon victory, if
Coach Lambert cares to bother
with
the Ohio Conference
championship.
And what of track, You needn t
worry about the Conference sending its track meet here. Even the
old hands about the Kenyon track
have difficulty finding their way
which the cataalong the
call
a track.
log is pleased to
cow-pat-

h
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OTTERBEIN TRIPS

INTRAMURAL RACE

PURPLE,

Have 196 Points;
North Hanna Second
With 159.

Rutter Leads
Invaders With

By winning from the pack in
speedball and by taking seconds in
touch football and volleyball and a
third in swimming, South Leonard,
with a total of 196 points, is 37

Hot and cold was the biggest H.), 4. Time 27:5.
Griffin (N.
75 yd. Back Stroke
difference between Otterbein's
red and gold basketeers and H.), won; Miller (W. H.), 2; Henry
Kenyon's five as the Luther- (W. W.), 3; Trainer (S. L.), 4.
ans generally outshot and out- Time 60:1.
100 yd. Free Style
6
Lehrer (S.
last
played the Lords
Wednesday night, February L.), won; McNary (W. W.), 2;
17. at Rosse Hall.
Brouse (S. L.), 3; Baubie (W. W.),

9--

W.),

4.

Time 56:5.

Griffin
Free Style
H.), won; Baubie (W. W.),
Badger (W. W.), 3; Henderson
50 yd.

32-1-

25
14
11

7.

39-2-

8
6
2

6.

George Glen Skiles, '13, died re49
42 cently in Phoenix, Arizona. He is
19 survived by a wife and two chil17 dren. He was a cousin of Robert T.
11 Skiles, 37.

North Hanna 41.
West Wing 37.
South Leonard 35.
East Wing 8.
South Hanna 1.

KAMPUS
KOOLER
WORLEY'S
LEAD IN MEN'S

WEAR
120 S. Main
Mt. Vernon, O.

3
3

HECKLER'S

3
3

Volleyball
61
48
23
19
17
14
10

N. L

Patronize

2 DRUG 2

Collegian

West Side Square
115 S. Main St.
MT. VERNON'S LEADING
DRUG STORES

STORES

A dvertisers

C.

0

Basketball
16

FOR A GOOD

16
14
13
10

HAIRCUT
See

Tom Wilson

8
6

Gambier,

6

Results

3

H. Dietrich

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
Mt Ternon, Ohio
29 E. Gambier St.

8

Mc-Nar- y,

2;
(S.

3.

Lane to increase the visitors' lead
Reeder, substituting for
to
Eustis, got hot at this point to revive the Mauve's hopes, but here
Arnold's brace of buckets crushed
them.
Behind by 18 points with two
minutes to go, Sebach and Rollins
collaborated to score 5 points be
tween them to end the game at
Reeder was Kenyon's leading
scorer with eight points, followed
by Sammon with seven, while Rutter and Martin scored 15 and 12 respectively to lead Otterbein.

26V2

the previous day and many unor- M. L
thodox twists and turns were pro- S. L
duced by those who did and dived S. H
W. W
for their respective divisions.

(N.

7.

22-1-

p

Whether you noted it or not, N. H
this column was actually written E. W
by a "ghost columnist" a few weeks M. K
M. H
back. The deck carried the line "by
Bob Demaree" Demaree has been
S. L
Badger, Bill Baubie, George
in Chicago since January, not havLarry Bell, and Dick Lehrer, ing returned after Christmas vaca- N. H
N. L
head the list.
tion. Of course, he might have writThe Purple should pile up points ten the column by remote control M. G
In the diving with Sonny Davis from Chicago, but, in truth, it was E. W
M. L
leading the way and Johnny Long a mere printer's error.
W. W
not far behind.
S. H
Coach Imel is plotting to
Pinff-Pong- r
M. H
take Bill Griffin, George Eagon
and Sonny Davis to the national A. A. U. meet at Yale this
Russell (N.H.), defeated Doig, M. K
spring. The date is about six
E. W
(E.W.)
weeks hence, and the swimRussell (N.H.) defeated Allen M. L
mers are beginning to train as(N.L.)
siduously for the stiff competiPryor (W.W.) defeated Sugron N. H
tion they will face at New
W. W
(M.H.)
Haven.
L,
(S.H.) defeated Brown S.
Lawrence
Imel will also take Eagon, WeiE. W
(S.L.)
ant and Sebach to the University
S. H
Pryor, (W.W.) defeated Lawspring
in
of Minnesota later
the
for the National Intercollegiate rence, (S.H.)
S. L
Puffer, (M.K.) defeated Gerish, N. H
meet.
(S.L.
M. K
Kenyon will become the cenMcNeill, (W.W.) defeated Thomp- M. L
ter of Ohio Conference activity
son, (S.H.)
E. W
this spring. The Conference
Davis, (N.H.), defeated Moulton, W. W
swimming meet a week from
N. L
(W.W.)
Saturday in the Shaffer pool
S. H
Davis, (N.H.) defeated McAlliswill begin the program. Later
M. H
ter (M.H.)
will come the Ohio Conference

(N. H.), won; Brouse (S. L.), 2;
Bingham (W. W.), 3; Henry (W.

From the outset Rutter and Mar 4. Time 1:02.
tin of the visitors peppered the
Griffin (N. H.),
220 Free Style
Kenyon goal to give Otterbein a won; Lehrer (S. L.), 2; McNary
lead they never relinquished. Mar (W. W.) 3; Bell (W. W.), 4. Time
tin's first goal on a tipoff play 15 2:35.
seconds after the start gave the
Diving
Davis (N. H.), won;
Westervillites their early lead.
(S. L.), 2; Miller (W. W.),
Watts
Onlv in the first 7 minutes of 3;
Trainer (S. L,), 4. Points 71.3.
play was Kenyon able to keep with
100 yd. Free Style Relay
South
in striking distance when goals by Leonard (Brouse, Heil, Watts, Lehmatched
were
Sammon and Sebach
rer) won; West Wing, 2; North
by Rutter and Loucks brought the Hanna, 3;
East Wing, 4. Time 49.7.
However, Otterbein's
score to
150 yd. Medley Relay
North
lead after this point was never less Hanna (Morgan, Russell, Ryan)
than eight points as Red and Gold won; West Wing, 2; South Leonshots rained on the basket, mak- ard, 3; East Wing, 4. Time 1 m
ing the count at the half,
36:4.
Opening the second half Rutter
Total score
scored thrice followed a goal by

52
48

E. W
N. L
N. H
W. W
M. K
S. H
M. L

6

1

39-2-

Touch Football

M. H

39-2-

Points.

15

ping-pong-

Speedball

from Page

Continued

points ahead of the next contender
for the Intramural Trophy. North
Hanna has piled up 159 points with
first places in swimming and touch
football. Middle Leonard and Mid
dle Kenyon have garnered the other two first places in volleyball and
cross country, respectively.
Middle Leonard, Middle Kenyon,
and East Wing are closely grouped
around the 100 point mark, while
West Wing follows them with
points. The other three divisions
are close together with 54, 47, and
47 points each.
At the date of compilation basketball has not been completed, nor
,
badminton, and
have
handball. The Intramural Board
urges that these remaining games
and matches be run off as quickly
as possible. Yet to come in this
year's program are mush ball,
track, tennis, and one or two other
sports.
Tabulated totals for the different
sports, including basketball to date,
are as follows:

That intramural swimming meet
was one of the best intramural contests ever held on the Kenyon campus. North Hanna, South Leonard
and West Wing, fought tooth and
nail throughout the meet. Going into the last event, the medley relay
the score stood at North Hanna 31,
South Leonard 29, and West Wing
N. H
29, so that the winner of the meet
S. L.
was
race.
There
had to win the last
M. L
plenty of tension in Shaffer pool
at that point, but North Hanna E. W
H
won the event to cop first, and S.
M. K
West Wing finished second to take
position in the meet. W. W
the runner-uN. L
What surprised us most was
M. H
that no one drowned in the
meet. 100 yards is a long disS. L
tance when you're not in shape.
The intramural diving contest
produced the best laughs of the
week. Sonny Davis was so far in
front as to make the rest of the
contest take on the character of
amusement. 200 lap Smith came
through with some amazing flips
and flops that he had learned on

HANNA WINS

NORTH

BETAS LEAD
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JAMMARON'S
Cleaning and Pressing
Gambier, Ohio

Ohio
!
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Cross Country

....77
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Pasteurized Milk
Ice Cream
Creamery Butterl

31
12

Swimming
66

52
35
8
1

Selected Eggs
Dressed Poultry

I
I

Totals
196V2

159
107
104
103
88
54
47
47

JEWELL ICE CREAM &
MILK CO.
I

Mt. Vernon, O.

Plant Phones

24

and

25

Poultry Home Phone
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what Kenyon thought of the hospital. When I asked Miss O'Dea what
THANKS,
NOW YOU'LL NOT I, JUDGE -- IF
ENJOYED YOUR
Continued from Page 1
she thought of Kenyon students
ARTICLE OM'CURIOUS JUDGE. I HAVE TO START (STARTED WRIT- PIPES OF ALL MATIOWS WANTED WORK ON ANOTHER IN G ABOUT
of she at first said "Not much"; but
this one of the best featuz-eARTICLE, THIS , 'TOBACCOS
YOUR
PROFESSOR ,
,
on
further
questioning
said
she
life in Mercy hospital.
TIME ABOUT
D NEVER GET
that those who come to the hospiMeals Disappoint
PIPE TOBACCO DONE TALKING
ABOUT PRINCE
At 5:30 we got our first meal. tal were all right. This, of course,
goes to prove that old saying that
ALBERT
We had heard that Mercy hospital's
"patients are a virtue." Perhaps
fare was not the finest in Knox when "us Kenyons" go
to the hoscounty, and we had our informapital for treatment we are too ill
conOur
confirmed.
first meal
tion
to act in the normal fashion which
sisted of cold rice, baked potato, gains
such approval with Mt. Ver(also cold), bread and butter, luke- non society.
warm coffee and canned cherries.
EXPERTS ASREE
A Slip-UThey must have a scientific methI fell down badly in one part of
od of cooling the food at Mercy hosI'VE NEVER SEEN IT FAIL..' THE MORE
THERED BE A CHAPTER ON PAfSV CRIMP CUT'
my assignment. Despite an interpital, for the food always comes
AND THE
A MAN STUDIES PIPES
AND HOW MUCH COOLER AND MELLOWER IT
view with the blonde in the lab
MAKES SMOKING, AND ANOTHER CHAPTER ON
MORE HE LIKES THEM --THE SURER
in cooled to the same temperature
and conversations with the nurses
HE IS TO StN3 THE PRAISES OFRA.!
RA'.S SPECIAL NO - BITE PROCESS
and. that temperature, need it be
I haven't discovered any royal
added, is always on the northern
f I EXPECTED
road to the hospital. If you want
side of 100 degrees.
your
three days, you'll have to do
We had rice so many times that
expose yourself to some
as I did
I began to think it was a Chinese
germs
good
and take the consehospital. (This idea was further
quences. Drake, however, is getting
confirmed when I found one of the
nurses reading magazines back- pretty wary of "goldbrickers," beward.) However, by dint of Hen- cause of the mounting popularity
ry's complaining, by the time we of room 18. I'm afraid you'll have
to run a pretty high temperature
left the hospital we were getting
MT-Xr
you enter Mercy's
sssr.
food that approached a state of before he'll let
ctx!
portals.
warmth. But we never did really
wrr
( THE SPECIAL PRINCE ALBERT VROCISS BRINGS OUT THE
get "hot" soup "hot" soup reRICH, MELLOW FLAVOR OF EA. TOBACCOS BEING 'CKIMf CUT. IT
SMOKES COOL. MV THE KA.'NO-BITquires a temperature above the Candies
PROCESS REMOVES ALL
Soda
HARSHNESS. THERE'S PRINCELY SMOKING WITH PRINCE ALBERT
poor powers of Mercy hospital.
.ITS THE
SM0KIN& TOBACCO IN THE WORLP
I neglected most of my reportorial
duties for the first 24 hours. That
was the price I paid for those
germs. It required about 24 hours
for me to get well enough to apGUARANTEE
PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BAC- K
Luncheons
Breakfast
Dinners
preciate the hospital
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefula of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
Enter O'Dea
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
However, I did wake up at 7 p.
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
m. when the night nurse, Miss
.
(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Cor., 187, R. J. Rrno1da Tob. Oo.
Lunches
Toasted Sandwiches
Winston Salem, North Carolina
O'Dea, came on duty. Miss O'Dea
is, as her name implies, another
1
THE NATIONAL
bit of Erin, although she looks like
JOY SMOKE
pipeful, of fragrant
the Mona Lisa. She, Miss Cassidy,
A Quiet Spot
tobacco in every
and room 18's other nurse, Miss
tin of Prince Albert
Lucci, seem to be the chief reasons
for the popularity of room 18. As
tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiuiiiiuautuiuaiitiititfiiiMiia
Compliments of
far as my eyes could discern, room
FRED MINNICK
I
1
18 is certainly not very attractive
AT THE
OF
SEAL
Dentist
s
Tiolene Motor Oil, Parol Gasolines, Lubrication,
otherwise.
KENYON MEN
7 E. Hlflh St.
Mt. Vernon I
TIRES, TUBES and ACCESSORIES
i
In his Hika article Joe Peoples
WELCOME
Phone 163
J
THE
OIL
STATION
SERVICE
classified leisure time activities of
YOUR
Kenyonites under three heads:
Corner Main St and Ohio Are.
AT
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
I
R. F.'ing, and going to
Phono 175
Lin LnccI, Mrr.
Mt. Vernon. Being in Mercy hospilliniUIUIUIIIIIIIHIilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllilllllllllUllltllilllllllUHllllUIIKIIliaUU
tal is a combination of all three.
Vernon
Mt.
You are in Mt "Vernon to begin
IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllltlllllllllllllllllll
by necessity
with, you dead-duf- f
SHELL OIL
and you R. F. by choice. Whenever SHELL GAS
f
Miss Cassidy or Miss O'Dea didn't
pay enough attention to us, Sutton
emptied our water pitchers out a
5
side window and we rang the bell PHONE 130.
GAMBIER, OHIO
I
The Best
for a nurse. Gaede, who had been
there longer than we, knew more
1
in Foods
things to ask for and his bell rang
JACOBS SHOE
5
almost constantly. In fact Miss
O'Dea spent most of her time skipping beteen Gaede's room and ours.
and
135-13- 7
South Main St.
1
A COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE
To make up for the meals, Miss
SOHIO
CATERING TO YOUR NEEDS
O'Dea ordered ice cream for us
STATION
5
Mt. Vernen, Ohio
from the corner drug store. More5
over, another nurse, the bright
I
liiliilllllilillillillllllllllllllllllilllllillilultilnliilKlull
DOWDS-RUDIN
Mrs. Andre, brought hot chocolate
211 S. Main Street
I
up to us about midnight. This was
MT. VERNON, OHIO
f
RADIOS
another pleasant feature.
HOSPITAL
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The ALCOVE
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Surlas & Francis

--

50
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2-o-

For

ALDEI1I
'

z.

Good Beer
Sandwiches

dead-duffin-

SIGN

PURE

ENJOY
BEER
THE ELKS

g,

THE PURE

PITKIN'S
PROVISION
STORE

ELKS GRILL

i

For Your Fall Needs
in Shirts, Hose,

Shaffer's Garage

Neckwear, Pajamas,

and Underwear

THE
REPAIR SHOP

Shop at

Knox County's Greatest Store

SERVICE

RCA-VICTO-

The Joker
In fact, there is, to my mind, only one outstanding defect of life in
Mercy hospital. They wake you up
at 5:30 a m. every day. I don't
like being" waked up at 5:30 a. m.,
even by Miss O'Dea, and before I
cover another hospital story I'm
going to arrange with the manageman
ment to run a special wake-ufor me.
p

can see their point in waking
their patients up at 5:30. They're
hoping that you will work up an
appetite in the two hours before
breakfast is served at 7:30 so that
you will enjoy the rubberized oatmeal, lukewarm coffee and brittle
toast and bacon.
We're Not Bad
Being the complete reporter I
decided to find out what the hospital thought of Kenyon as well as

The

Knecht-Feene-
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R. V. HEADINGTON
SUPER SERVICE STATION
LUBRICATION

SERVICE

Llnoo Tire

and Tubea
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Fine Foods

Fine Drinks

DAN EMMETT GRILL

I

Hotel Curtis
m
m

Linco Batteries

200 S. Main St.
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I

TIRE REPAIRING
Goodrich Tires and Tubes

Phone 895

444
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LINCO

SHARPS' FLOWER STORE

South Main St.
Phone

I

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

Electric
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Service Since 1912)
6

Co.

R

I

Muirhead Scotch and Soda 20c

During Cocktail Hour:
SAM W. GERSTNER,

Lessee.

5

to 6

GRACE MATHIAS, Mgr.
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"I'M

A SECRETARY,"

says

Joselyn Libby,
"and often have to eat in
a hurry. When I smoke
Camels at mealtimes I feel
on top of the world."

attractive

.

i

S

i

.

A

.

"CAMELS HELP MAKE THE
FEELING OF NERVOUS PRESSURE FADE OUT," Says Herbert

J

Weast, Sophomore.
especially long
study can slow
up digestion. Herbert Weast, Class of 1939,
says: "Camels are a real aid. They help
make the feeling of nervous pressure fade
out, and get me set for a hearty meal. I
work better, too, since I've discovered I
get a refreshing 'lift' in energy with a
Camel. Camels set me right." Enjoy
Camel's costlier tobaccos the whole day
through. At mealtimes Camels are an
aid to digestion speeding up the flow of
digestive fluids increasing alkalinity-bring- ing
a sense of ease and well-beinSteady smokers prefer Camels. They are
so mild! They don't jangle the nerves,
WORK.

MENTAL
hours of intensive

SMILING JIMMIE
x

SIDNEY S.WETZEL,

FOXX

first baseman
of Boston Red Sox, says: "I
smoke Camels with meals
and after for the help they
S've my digestion."
hard-hittin-
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engineer:

g

in

tunnel

"My work

V.

in-

volves constant danger.
That's why I always smoke
Camels. Camels dont
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ever."

frazzle my nerves
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CHIEF ENGINEER George J.

Buckingham says: "It's a
great strain keeping tons of
machinery
under control. Camels help
ease the tension."
high-power-

ed

tire the taste, or irritate sensitive throats.
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"I WANT A CIGARETTE
that doesn't jangle my

I

"CAMELS helo
keep
help me keeo
pepped up,"vivaciousTWA
hostess, Betty Steffen, says.
"In my work I see many
famous people. And most
of them smoke Camels."
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FISH END SCHEDULES
Continued from Page 1
ry Sebach did not swim in this
event as he was away on a basketball trip.
The Imelmen were defeated
at the Wooster pool on Tuesday,
February 16, the Scots avenging a
defeat handed them by the Lords
r
here earlier in the season.
and Hull led the Presbyterians. The small Wooster pool
proved too much of a handicap for
the Purple, despite the fact that
George
Eagon
lowered
several
Wooster pool records which had
stood for many years. Millikin just
missed taking a third in the div44-4- 0

Stone-burne-

leyan led the Methodists's onslaught. One bright spot of the
meet was the fact that Kenyon's
300 yard medley relay team of Ehle,
Weiant and Matthews, smashed the
record set by Western Reserve the
previous night. This victory by
Wesleyan also avenged a severe
defeat inflicted by Kenyon on Wesleyan at Gambier earlier in the

season.
Coach Imel's swimmers concluded the season with a record of
seven victories, two defeats and
one tie. Their victims were Fenn,
twice, Ohio University, Wooster,
Ohio Wesleyan, Denison, Wittenberg. They lost to Wooster and
ing, which was won by Long.
Ohio Wesleyan and were tied by
Wesleyan's swimming Bishops Oberlin
took another fall out of the Purple
Having concluded the season the
on Thursday, taking them by a swimmers are now pointing toward
score of
Here again the small the Ohio Conference Meet to be
pool at Delaware handicapped Ken-yo- held here in the Shaffer pool on
The Moran brothers of Wes- - March 5 and 6. Last year the Ken
42-4-

5.

n.

2.

a full-ho-

ur

gala show with Jack Oakie ia
person! Benny Goodman's "Swing"
Band! Hollywood comedians and sing-in- g
stars! Special college amateur talent
every week! Tuesdays 9:30pmE.S.T.t
8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pmM. S.T., 6:30
pm P.S.T., WABC-CB- S
Network.

5

.

M

40-3-

"J AC K O AKI ES COLLEG E"

nerves," says master welder
Dan Rafferty. "And Camels
don't. They go fine with
meals too."

rd

$M
yon team finished third in the
meet, and this year should end up
somewhat higher. George Eagon
won three sprint races last year
and should repeat this spring. Henry Sebach appears a cinch in the
50 yard free style. There will be a
close race for the diving honors,
and Johnny Long will have an excellent chance of unseating Dicker-hoo- f
of Wittenberg from the low
board throne he occupies. John
edged out Dickerhoof in a dual

must be on file with Tau Kappa Alpha by February 25, 1937.
5. The contest will be judged by
instructors of Speech from neighboring colleges.
6. The trophy awarded the winner of this contest shall become the
temporary property of the division
declared the winner. The division
winning the trophy three years in
succession shall become the permanent owner of the trophy.
7. In the event of a tie decision,
a fourth round of speaking will be

run
meet here.
Stu Matthews and Carl Weiant
are also counted on to score points
for the Purple.
TAU KAPPA ALPHA

off

between the tied divisions.
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hination of "high men" may con-

tribute to the points.
4. All entries from each division

Gambier Unit
G. A. Rowley, Prop.
Mt. Vernon, O.

